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Background: Continuous 12-lead ECG monitoring (Holter) in early-phase pharmaceutical studies is
today widely used as an ideal platform to extract discrete ECGs for analysis. The extraction process
is typically performed manually by trained readers using commercial Holter processing systems.

Methods: Antares, a novel method for automatic 12-lead extraction from continuous Holter record-
ings applying minimal noise criteria and heart-rate stability conditions is presented. A set of 12-lead
Holter recordings from healthy subjects administered with sotalol is used to compare ECG extractions
at fixed time points with ECG extractions generated by Antares optimizing noise and heart rate inside
5 minute windows centered around each expected time point of interest.

Results: Global, low- and high-frequency noise content of extracted ECGs was significantly reduced
via optimized approach by Antares. Heart rate was also slightly reduced (from 69 ± 13 to 64 ±
13 bpm, P < 0.05). Similarly, the corrected QT interval from optimized extractions was significantly
reduced (QTcB from 414 ± 32 to 402 ± 30 ms, P < 0.05). Using only baseline data, and after
adjusting for intersubject variability, the standard deviation (SD) of QT intervals was highly reduced
with optimized extraction (SD of QTcF from 11 ± 8 to 7 ± 2 ms, P < 0.05).

Conclusions: Extraction of discrete 12-lead ECG strips from continuous Holter generates less noisy
and more stable ECGs leading to more robust QTc data, thereby potentially facilitating the assessment
of ECG effects on clinical trials.
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Continuous recording and storage of 12-lead ECGs
presents a series of advantages in pharmaceutical
clinical trials, particularly in phase I and the so-
called thorough QT study used to assess the risk of
a drug-induced QT effect during the early phase of
development of new drug candidates.1 With acqui-
sition of many ECGs in clinical trials of this type,
mistakes with data collection using conventional
ECG chart machines are not uncommon. Continu-
ous recording also facilitates the investigation of al-
ternative analysis approaches or the exploration of
new biomarkers, which in certain cases can bring
scientific value.2

The most important advantage of using Holter
recorders is the possibility to optimize the pro-
cess of selecting which portion of continuous ECG
recording will be analyzed, particularly in studies
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aimed at characterizing the effect of new drug can-
didates on the QT/QTc interval. While the noise
content of the ECG signal can also be controlled
with standard resting ECG machines, the crucial
need to focus on the segments with the stable heart
rate make the continuous Holter the ideal platform
to collect, process, and analyze ECG data during
early-phase pharmaceutical development.2–4

A fundamental concern with Holter technology
remains ECG data quality, mainly in terms of fre-
quency response of the recording devices but also
with respect to the resolution of the recorded digi-
tal signals. Recent advancements in this area have
been impressive and today several manufactures
offer high resolution 12-lead Holter recorders.

The individual segments of Holter recordings
(strips) are typically extracted by trained readers by
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manual selection after visual inspection of the ECG
signal using a commercial Holter processing sys-
tem. Being a very strenuous and lengthy, this oper-
ation is likely to be poorly reproducible and prone
to mistakes and creates a need for computer appli-
cations capable of performing an automatic ECG
extraction according to standard criteria that can
be customized and/or optimized as needed. In this
article we describe the key aspects of the generic
automatic Holter extraction and compare it with a
novel method based on noise optimization while
ensuring heart-rate stability.

METHODS

The method presented is a computer program
called Antares which can generate automatic
Holter extractions either using a graphic inter-
face or through an external programmable library.
Antares is directly interfaced with several 12-lead
ECG Holter systems and also with public domain
ECG standards, such as the ISHNE format.5

The philosophy of Antares is schematically
depicted in Figure 1. Around each of the protocol-
based time points (nominal time point), an opti-
mum window (OW), centered around the exact po-
sition of the time point, is first considered. The OW
is a key parameter as it determines the exploring

Figure 1. Schematic description of Antares.

time window where optimized extractions should
be found. The larger the OW, the easier will be to
detect good quality and stable ECG strips, but also
the higher the possibility to select extractions away
from the nominal time point. The best choice for
the OW size may depend on the compound being
studied: with slow response compounds a longer
OW may be preferable, whereas with drugs with
fast kinetics, where there is the need to obtain data
as close as possible to the nominal time points, the
window length should be reduced.

Inside the OW, a set of potential (candidate) ex-
tractions are then defined. Each annotated cardiac
complex determines the beginning of a new can-
didate extraction (candidates can thus overlap, see
bottom of Fig. 1) with the further requirement that
all cardiac complexes inside the candidate must be
of sinus origin. The total number of candidate ex-
tractions within the OW will thus depend on sev-
eral factors, such as the heart rate inside the OW,
the length of the OW, and the presence of arrhyth-
mic beats and artifact complexes. Each individual
candidate will finally be flagged with two indepen-
dent scores, a quantitative assessment of ECG sig-
nal noise content of the candidate, and a parame-
ter assessing the stability of heart rate during the
time period preceding (and including) the candi-
date. The candidate that will be selected is the one
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Figure 2. Trend display of RRs and RRo intervals within the optimum window
from a representative example (see text for more description of RRs and RRo
intervals).

with smallest noise score among those that meet
the heart-stability criteria. The process is repeated
when more than one extraction is requested around
each time point, but multiple extractions will not
overlap with each other. In addition, a time gap be-
tween multiple extractions can be imposed if there
is a need to avoid the extracted ECGs being too
close in time.

While more sophisticated definition of noise and
heart-rate stability may emerge with more knowl-
edge in the field, the so-called hysteresis phe-
nomenon of QT interval has been extensively de-
scribed.3,6,7 In Antares, the heart-rate stability is
assessed by comparing the average RR interval
computed as the average over the preceding 60-
second duration of the candidate strip (RRs and
RRo, wherein the ‘s’ and ‘o’ denote the strip and
the observation period, respectively). During accel-
eration and deceleration phases of the heart rhythm
within the candidate, RRs will change at a faster
rate than RRo (being computed over a shorter pe-
riod) and thus the flagging of candidate extractions
with large deviations between RRs and RRo as un-
stable is warranted. Figure 2 shows how the RRs
and RRo are used in real life: in the plot the x-axis
is the (2 minutes in this example) OW centered
around a prescheduled time point at 12:43:00. On
the y-axis, the RRs and RRo values corresponding
to each 10-second candidate found inside the OW
are plotted. Note that the RRo curve is smooth, re-

flecting the longer period over which the average
RR is being computed, whereas the RRs curve re-
flects sudden transitions of the heart rate, particu-
larly in the example of Figure 2 where it underwent
a big acceleration about 12:42:40. At the presched-
uled time point, the difference between RRs and
RRo is indeed large (about 100 ms) and the asso-
ciated candidate is flagged as unstable. The best
selected candidate is the one at 12:42:28, that is,
about 30 seconds before the expected time point,
before the beginning of the acceleration. The selec-
tion based on heart rate has an important implica-
tion corrected QT interval used for the analysis; in
the presented example the Bazett’s QTc was 10 ms
longer when computed at the prescheduled time
point than when derived in the ECG from the op-
timized candidate ECG strip selected by Antares.

The following nonexhaustive list of parameters
provides an example of the Antares extraction out-
put, and can be customized to different extraction
scenarios applied to clinical trial protocols:

• Duration of candidate ECG strips to be ex-
tracted: extraction of 10-second strips is most
commonly used as the default used in phar-
maceutical studies but longer durations may fit
other types of ECG data analyses.

• Resolution of time points: this is the distance be-
tween the time points prescheduled in the pro-
tocol, and thus what determines the location of
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the center of the OW. In some studies, time
points are equally distributed at fixed times of
the day. More frequently, the time point follow
the dynamic of the compound and may be given
relatively to a dosing time.

• Length of the OW: as previously described, this
is a key parameter and indicates the time win-
dow to be applied around each nominal time
point to find the “best” extraction.

• Number of ECGs extraction to be taken at each
time point: to decrease the biological variabil-
ity and measurement error during the intensive
QTc assessment on clinical trials, it is typical
to extract more than one ECG at each nominal
time point and pay attention to careful standard-
ization of experimental conditions during ECG
acquisition (e.g. fully supine quiet rest for 10–15
minutes prior to the prescheduled time point).
This is of crucial importance for reliability of
ECG data submitted to the conclusive assess-
ment of drug-induced changes.8

RESULTS

To quantify the usefulness of automatic opti-
mized extraction we report the results of an in-
ternal pilot study from a sotalol database based on
digital 12-lead Holter (Mortara H12 recorder) that
has been widely used and previously described.9–11

This database is representative of the conditions
typically present in a robust phase 1 study used for
QTc assessment, where (due, e.g. to sinus arrhyth-
mia) there is a potential benefit from optimized ex-
traction. Although the study was based on a three
day protocol (baseline, 160 and 320 mg intake on
sotalol), we focused on the baseline Holters and
those with 160 mg sotalol. A total of 78 Holter
recordings (39 baseline/160 mg sotalol pairs) were
considered. From each recording, 11 nominal time
points relative to dosing time (which was consis-
tently fixed at approximately 8.00 AM) were con-
sidered: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 8 h,
thus leading to 858 nominal time points in the 78
Holter recordings. For 37 of the 858 nominal time
points the raw data was not available as the Holter
recorder stopped before the end of the recording
and thus a total of 821 effective time points were
used.

Fixed (nonoptimized) 10-second ECG strips were
first extracted at the exact nominal time point con-
sidered; the optimized extraction by Antares was
then applied using a 5-minute OW. A single ex-

traction per nominal time point was considered.
Both fixed and optimized ECG extractions were
subsequently automatically processed using AMPS
on-screen measuring system CalECG, which auto-
matically computed the heart rate (based on the
RR intervals from the 10-second ECG) and the
global QT interval from the vector magnitude de-
rived from representative beats.12,13 The same ECG
strips were also processed using FDAECGSuite, an-
other AMPS tool that computes quantitative scores
based on noise.13 The description of the noise com-
putation by the FDAECGSuite is beyond the scope
of this article; we will simply point out that both
the global (all frequencies), low-frequency (LF) and
high-frequency (HF) noises are independently es-
timated on each ECG using standard signal pro-
cessing techniques based on QRS subtraction, low-
and high-pass filtering with Butterworth filters and
computation of root mean square value on the
residual signal. The FDAECGSuite was also used to
review the automated analysis from CalECG to ver-
ify for algorithm errors; out of 1642 (821 × 2) ECGs
10 were judged to be wrongly annotated (7 from the
fixed extraction set and 3 from the optimized) and
were discarded for subsequent QT analysis.

The level of noise from the fixed (nonoptimized)
and from the associated optimized extractions were
compared using Student’s paired t-test. The same
was done with the heart rate and with the QT/QTc
intervals. Results are given in Table 1. Global, HF
and LF noises were all significantly reduced af-
ter optimum selection by Antares (global noise:
76 ± 75 vs 52 ± 38 μV, respectively for fixed
and optimized extractions). The heart rate was
also reduced after optimized extraction (69 ± 13
vs 64 ± 11 bpm, respectively for fixed and opti-
mized extractions). The QT interval is slightly but

Table 1. Comparison of Select Quantitative and
Qualitative ECG Parameters between Optimized and

Fixed-Time Point Extractions

Parameter Fixed Optimized � (F − O)

Global noise 76 ± 75 52 ± 38 24 ± 77∗

(μV)
HF noise (μV) 0.86 ± 0.31 0.82 ± 0.22 0.03 ± 0.32∗

LF noise (μV) 93 ± 77 67 ± 41 26 ± 80∗

HR (bpm) 69 ± 13 64 ± 11 5.1 ± 8.8∗

QT (ms) 392 ± 39 394 ± 39 −2 ± 10∗

QTcB (ms) 414 ± 32 402 ± 30 12 ± 17∗

QTcF (ms) 407 ± 28 399 ± 26 8 ± 13∗

∗P < 0.05 with Student’s paired t-test.
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Figure 3. Histograms of global (all frequencies) noise from the 821 ECGs using
the fixed time point method (left panel) and using Antares (right panel). The
distribution of global noise is overly shifted to the right-hand side after optimized
extraction by Antares.

significantly longer with nonoptimized extraction,
whereas both the Bazett’s QTcB and Fridericia’s
QTcF are largely reduced after optimization (QTcB:
414 ± 32 vs 402 ± 30 ms; QTcF: 407 ± 28 vs
399 ± 26 ms).

Results reported in Table 1 have been obtained
pooling all the ECGs, and thus include both the
intersubject and on–off drug variability thus ex-
plaining the large standard deviations (SDs) of QT
intervals. We have repeated the same comparisons
only using the baseline recordings and computing
the SDs of QT data from the ECGs of each sub-
ject. The average values of SD of QTcB and QTcF
were, respectively, 16 ± 10 and 11 ± 8 ms in the
nonoptimized ECGs versus 11 ± 3 and 7 ± 2 in the
optimized extractions (P < 0.05), thus showing that
once having adjusted for intervariability and drug
status, the variability of QT is also reduced after
optimized extractions.

In Figure 3, the global noise histograms of the
two populations are displayed. The histogram of
the optimized ECG strips (left panel) is clearly
shifted toward the left-hand side (less noise). The
range for the two distributions is respectively 22–
336 and 20–141 μV. Figure 4 is an example of
nonoptimized (global noise 315 μV) versus opti-
mized (global noise 61 μV) extraction from one
representative case with high noise content score.

Figure 5 is another example from a prescheduled
time point with strong heart-rate fluctuations: the
two ECGs are only 2 minutes apart, but the heart
rate in particular the QT intervals are strongly dif-
ferent. The RR and QT intervals in the selected
strip (the ECG on the right-hand side) were respec-
tively 178 and 32 ms longer than those at the nom-
inal time point (the ECG on the left-hand side),
resulting in a Bazett’s QTc interval which is 13 ms
shorter. In Figure 6, the values of global noise are
plotted against the heart rate for the correspond-
ing extracted ECGs. The optimized extraction pro-
duced a narrower cloud of points with a strikingly
higher incidence of outliers; in addition the noise
dependency of heart rate is clearly reduced after
optimization (slope of the regression changed from
0.98 to 0.74).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented the rationale behind the need for
an automated method to extract discrete ECG strips
from continuous Holter recordings and demon-
strated the usefulness of the novel Antares ap-
proach for this purpose.

Global, LF and HF noise content of extracted
ECGs was significantly reduced via optimized ap-
proach by Antares. Heart rate was also reduced
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Figure 4. Example of ECG extraction using a fixed time point (upper plot)
and using Antares (bottom plot) in a representative example with presence of
noise. Only limb leads are displayed.
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Figure 5. Example of ECGs extraction using a fixed time point (left-hand side) and using
Antares (right-hand side) in a representative example with the presence of heart-rate fluc-
tuations. The superimposed (butterfly) display of the median beats is also displayed and
the QT/RR parameters computed by CalECG are shown.

after optimized extraction showing that if the heart-
rate stability is not considered during extraction,
the selected ECG strips would produce a slightly
faster rate from the same data. The QTc interval

Figure 6. Scatterplots of global (all frequencies) noise versus heart rate, using the
fixed time point method (left panel) and using Antares optimized extractions (right
panel). The heart dependency of noise is reduced after optimized extraction by
Antares.

from optimized extractions was also significantly
reduced as a consequence of the reduced heart rate
rather than a direct effect on the QT interval. Af-
ter adjusting for intersubject variability and drug
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status, the variability of QT is also reduced after
optimized extractions.

While the correlation between noise and heart
rate still persists after optimized extraction, it is
significantly reduced as compared to the conven-
tional approach.

The significantly reduced heart rate observed
when using optimized extractions is somewhat sur-
prising and partially unexpected. This could be re-
lated to the different dynamics of heart-rate accel-
erations, which are more frequent and which occur
more rapidly, thus determining a higher incidence
of heart-rate instability associated with accelera-
tions. This result requires further evaluation but,
if confirmed, would suggest that the risk of a bias
toward faster heart rates and, for most correction
formulae, longer QTc assessment anytime a fixed
nonoptimized extraction is used for processing and
analysis of Holter data.

In our robust QTc study in healthy volunteers,
the optimized Holter extraction by Antares pro-
duced qualitatively better (cleaner) data with more
stable heart rate. If systematically used on continu-
ous Holter ECG data from pharmaceutical studies,
may contribute to greater quality of QTc assess-
ment in clinical trials.

Pending confirmation in larger cohorts enrolled
into prospective clinical studies with drug candi-
dates inducing a range of QTc prolongations, our
findings about the higher quality of optimized ex-
tractions should lead to an overall reduced variabil-
ity of ECG data and more reproducible testing of
cardiac drug safety in clinical trials.
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